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Abstract. A novel analysis technique is presented to estimate
the current sheet thickness unambiguously and directly, with-
out associating time series data with spatial structure. The
technique is a combination of eigenvalue analysis and mini-
mum variance estimator adapted to Harris current sheet ge-
ometry, and needs one-time, four-point magnetic field data as
provided by the Cluster spacecraft. Two current sheet param-
eters, thickness and distance to the spacecraft, can be deter-
mined at each time step of the magnetic field measurements.
An example is shown from a Cluster magnetotail crossing
under quiet magnetospheric conditions, yielding the result
that the current sheet thickness is on the scale of the pro-
ton gyroradius. The analysis technique can also be used to
track the dynamical evolution of the current sheet structure
in three dimensions.

Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (current systems; mag-
netotail) – space plasma physics (experimental and mathe-
matical techniques)

1 Introduction

The magnetotail current sheet has been studied since the ear-
liest era of space physics (Ness, 1965). It is caused by the
interaction of solar wind plasma with the Earth’s magnetic
field, sustaining the stretched field lines along the solar wind
flow direction. The current sheet is known to be dynamic,
varying in its thickness, orientation, formation, and current
density (see reviews byNakamura et al., 2006andZelenyi
et al., 2009). It is the place where energy conversion pro-
cesses such as magnetic reconnection lead to geomagnetic
substorms (Baumjohann, 2002). Various models have been
proposed to understand the nature of a current sheet in space
plasma, e.g., planar geometry, deformed current sheet, or

multi-scale or embedded current sheets (Petrukovich et al.,
2008, 2011).

Current sheet structure has been studied by various analy-
sis techniques: associating time series data with spatial struc-
ture (Zhang et al., 2006), tracing charged particle orbits (Lar-
son and Kaufmann, 1996), and measuring gradient or field
rotation using multiple spacecraft (Rong et al., 2011). The
potential of multi-spacecraft measurements was fully used to
develop, for example, the curlometer technique (e.g.,Dunlop
et al., 2002), the least-square gradient methods (De Keyser,
2008; Hamrin et al., 2008), and the combination of the cur-
lometer with the discontinuity analyzer (Dunlop and Balogh,
2005) in the studies of current sheet structure and motion.
Various methods are also proposed to characterize the cur-
rent sheet thickness, including minimum variance analysis,
the constant velocity approach and the constant thickness ap-
proach (Haaland et al., 2004). Current sheet thickness is es-
timated as being typically one-thousand to several thousands
of km (Runov et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2006), the same
order as the proton gyroradius. Reading time series data is
most widely used for its easy implementation, giving a rea-
sonable estimate of current sheet thickness under proper as-
sumptions. There is, however, always an ambiguity in read-
ing time series data as a spatial structure, in that the motion
and change of the structure during the measurement may in-
fluence the time series data as well. In spite of its role in
magnetospheric dynamics and its accessibility to us, unam-
biguous determination of the current sheet structure remains
one of the challenges in space plasma research.

In this article, a new analysis technique is constructed par-
ticularly for the four-spacecraft Cluster mission (Escoubet
et al., 2001). This tool can determine the current sheet thick-
ness and distance to the spacecraft without reading time se-
ries data as a spatial structure; It can also be used at a par-
ticular time of observation and can be applied to time series
data for statistics or the tracking of dynamical evolution. It
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Fig. 1. Time series plots of the sunward component of the mag-
netic field (GSM-Bx ), the distance between the current sheet and
the spacecraft center of mass`, and the current sheet thicknessd, as
measured by four Cluster spacecraft (using a fluxgate magnetome-
ter).

is a combination of eigenvalue analysis and minimum vari-
ance estimator (Haykin, 1991) applied to Harris current sheet
geometry (Harris, 1962). The minimum variance estimator
has been applied successfully to multi-point magnetic field
data. The essence of this estimator is the fact that one can
scan the signal power between an arbitrary spatial structure
model and measurement data in the parameter space. Spatial
structure can be plane wave geometry with three parameters
(three components of a wave vector), known as the wave tele-
scope technique (Glassmeier et al., 2001); it can be spherical
wave geometry with four parameters (three components of
the wave source coordinate and the wavelength), known as
the source locator technique (Constantinescu et al., 2006); or
it can be a phase-shifted, spatially damped wave (Plaschke
et al., 2008). In contrast to those previous applications, the
new analysis technique needs only one-time, four-point mag-
netic field data. Neither a time-stationary condition nor an
ergodic hypothesis is needed in the analysis.

2 Analysis technique applied to Cluster observation

We apply the minimum variance estimator to the magnetotail
crossing of the four Cluster spacecraft on 25 August 2006,
09:00–15:00 UT. This time interval was chosen according to
the following criteria. First, Cluster formed a nearly regu-

lar tetrahedron, which is suitable for the analysis of spatial
structure in three dimensions. The inter-spacecraft distance
is about 10 000 km. Depending on directions of interest, four
sampled fields are available with a typical spacing of 2000–
3000 km. Second, the spacecraft apogee is in the midnight
sector of late summer (between the end of August and the
beginning of September), which is preferable for magneto-
tail observations. Third, global magnetospheric disturbance
is only moderate, associated with the northward interplane-
tary magnetic field.

Figure1 (four panels from the top) displays the time series
of the sunward component of the magnetic field (Bx in GSM
coordinate) measured by the fluxgate magnetometer on board
four Cluster spacecraft (Balogh et al., 2001). Cluster crosses
the magnetotail from the Northern Hemisphere to the South-
ern, observing a transition of the magnetic field from sun-
ward (Bx > 0) to anti-sunward (Bx < 0). Cluster 1, 2, and
4 observe a rather sharp transition temporarily localized be-
tween 12:00 and 13:00 UT. Cluster 3 observes, on the other
hand, a smooth and slow transition from 10:30 to 12:30 UT.
The bottom two panels in Fig.1 show the results of the anal-
ysis: the distancè from the current sheet to the spacecraft’s
center of mass and the current sheet thicknessd. They are
determined from the four-point magnetic field data as a func-
tion of time.

The idea of the analysis is as follows. The current sheet
model is taken to be of the Harris type, a hyperbolic tangent
profile of the magnetic field as a function of the distance of
the spacecraft from the current sheet. The model depends on
four parameters: two angles to determine the current sheet
normal (polar angleθ and azimuthal angleφ), distance`

from the spacecraft’s center of mass to the current sheet
along the current sheet normal, and the thickness of the cur-
rent sheetd. The first two parameters (angles) are obtained
from the eigenvalue analysis of the four-point magnetic field
data by associating the eigenvectors with the current sheet
structure. The remaining parameters must be determined by
a fitting procedure. To perform the fitting, the minimum vari-
ance estimator is used. It computes the covariance between
the model magnetic field and the measured field in an adap-
tive way, minimizing the covariance. The signal power (the
output of the estimator) is scanned into the parameter space
spanned by the distancèand the thicknessd. Optimal val-
ues of the distance and the thickness are obtained by search-
ing for a peak in the signal power distribution.

The detailed analysis consists of three steps: identification
of current sheet normal; estimate of current sheet distance
and thickness; and evolution analysis of the current sheet.

1. Identification of current sheet normal. Eigenvalue
analysis is performed on the three-by-three covariance
matrix. Four covariance matrices are constructed from
one-time four-point magnetic field data, and are aver-
aged and reduced to one covariance matrix. The Har-
ris current sheet model is constructed in the coordinate
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Fig. 2. Projection of magnetic field vectors measured at four Cluster spacecraft (presented as arrows in black) onto GSMXY , XZ, andYZ

panels. Arrows in gray with the diamond symbol represent projections of the eigenvectors associated with the current sheet normal.

system spanned by the set of eigenvectors. The direc-
tion of the model magnetic field is associated with the
eigenvector for the largest eigenvaluee1 (in the direc-
tion to the principal component of the magnetic field).
The direction of the current sheet normal is associ-
ated with one of the remaining eigenvectors pointing
closer to the north–south direction (GSM-Z direction),
e2. It should be noted that the use of a Harris current
sheet implies that the model magnetic field is of a one-
dimensional nature embedded in three dimensions; the
field is perpendicular in the direction perpendicular to
e2 and the current sheet extends infinitely in the di-
rection toe1. Construction of the Harris model is one-
dimensional, which in principle brings about degen-
eration of eigenvalues. In practice, however, if there
is fluctuation or disturbance in the current sheet sys-
tem, the degeneration may be resolved. On the pre-
sented time interval the three eigenvalues are separated
from one another by factors 10 to 100, and establishing
a reference frame based on the eigenvectors is valid.
Furthermore, we impose the weak constraint that the
eigenvector closest to the GSM-Z direction represents
the current sheet normal. The estimated normal direc-
tion has offset angles from GSM-Z by about 30 de-
grees on average. Figure2 displays the time snapshot
of the four magnetic field vectors (in black) and the
direction of the eigenvectore2 (identified as the cur-
rent sheet normal) projected onto the three planes (XY ,
XZ, and YZ) of the GSM coordinate system. The
magnetic field data are averaged over spacecraft spin at
about 11:29:04 UT. Three Cluster spacecraft (1, 2, and
4) are in the northern part of magnetotail and observe
the magnetic field primarily in the sunward direction.
Cluster 3 completes the nearly regular tetrahedron and
is located close to the geomagnetic equator (the GSM-
Z coordinate is small), measuring only weak magnetic
fields. The current sheet normal direction (in gray) is
primarily aligned with the north–south (GSM-Z) di-
rection.

2. Estimate of current sheet distance and thickness. The
signal power for fitting by the Harris current sheet is
obtained by the minimum variance estimator as

P(`,d) =

[
ht(`,d)

[
sst]−1

h(`,d)
]−1

, (1)

where h denotes the shape vector consisting of the
model magnetic field in the direction ofe1 at the posi-

tion of spacecrafti, which ishi = tanh
(

`+1`i

d

)
. Here

` + 1`i denotes the distance of each spacecraft from
the current sheet. The symbols is the measurement
vector consisting of the component of the measured
field in the same direction,si = Bi · e1. The advantage
of the minimum variance estimator is that it is mathe-
matically optimized to suppress the deviation between
the shape vector and the measurement vector when the
shape vector does not match the measurement vector.
The estimator provides a better contrast in the output
signal power between signal and noise than the con-
ventional direct covariance method|h · s|2 (which of-
ten gives a flatter distribution of the signal power in
the parameter space). Signal power is determined in
the parameter space spanned by the distance` and
the thicknessd by looking for a peak in that space.
The analysis method was also tested using synthetic
data, and the ability to identify the parameter set using
only four-point magnetic field data had already been
proved prior to applying it to the Cluster data. From
the magnetic field sampling at 11:29:04 UT, a peak has
been identified at distancè= 5500 km and thickness
d = 800 km (Fig.3).

3. Evolution analysis. The above procedures are repeated
at each time step from 10:00 UT to 14:00 UT. By do-
ing so, the parameter set of the current sheet model
is obtained as a function of time (Fig.1, bottom two
panels). The distance becomes smaller from 7000 km
down to 1000 km at about 12:30 UT. After reaching
the minimum, the distancèchanges sign (not shown
in the plot) and increases again. The time of closest
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Fig. 3. Signal power (normalized to unity) of the minimum vari-
ance estimator in the parameter space spanned by the distance to
the current sheet̀ and the thicknessd derived from the four-point
magnetic field measurements at 11:29:04 UT (cf. Fig.2).

approach agrees with the sharp transition in the time
series at about 12:30 UT. The current sheet thickness
exhibits a rather broad distribution in the range, from
several hundred km to 8000 km. Around the closest ap-
proach (12:30–13:00 UT), the thickness was not deter-
mined uniquely, but the signal power distribution di-
verges in the parameter space as the thickness param-
eterd is increased. After 13:00 UT, the thickness ex-
hibits two distinct populations, one close to 1000 km
and the other between 4000 and 7000 km. To visual-
ize the statistics of current sheet thickness, the his-
togram presented in Fig.4 is normalized to the local
proton gyroradius. The thickness is distributed from
the proton gyroradius (or smaller) up to 20 gyroradii.
The histogram is found to be fitted reasonably by three
Gaussian distributions: the major population is approx-
imated by a Gaussian with center〈d/rg〉 = 1.4 and
width 0.5, the second population with〈d/rg〉 = 3.1
and width 0.9, and the third population with〈d/rg〉 =

9.3 and width 3.5, respectively. Large variation in the
thickness distribution agrees with the recent statistical
study byRong et al.(2011). The applicability of mul-
tiple Gaussian fitting supports the notion of embed-
ded current sheet structure as proposed byPetrukovich
et al.(2011).

3 Discussion and conclusions

The presented analysis agrees with earlier studies that the
current sheet thickness can be of the order of a proton gyro-
radius (e.g.,Runov et al., 2006). The distribution of the thick-
ness is rather broad, stretching up to 20 gyroradii, but shows
three peaks in support of the interpretation as the embedded
current sheet structure. The method is based on sensing mag-
netic field gradients. Since the method only assumes a local

Fig. 4. Histogram of determined current sheet thicknessd normal-
ized to the gyroradius of thermal protonsrg. The dashed lines rep-
resent fitting with multiple Gaussian distributions.

Harris-type current sheet, it can readily be applied to Cluster
magnetotail crossings under various conditions, e.g., tetrahe-
dral formation and separation from 200 to 10 000 km, as well
as different phases of solar wind and substorm activity.

The distance can be estimated during the whole time inter-
val, but the thickness cannot be determined uniquely when
the spacecraft are too close to the current sheet (around
12:30–13:00 UT). The presented method works better when
the spacecraft are outside the current sheet, in contrast to
the curlometer technique (e.g.,Dunlop et al., 2002), which
evaluates the current density through the tetrahedron. Our
method uses only spatial information to estimate the geom-
etry. It is complementary to the discontinuity analyzer (e.g.,
Dunlop and Balogh, 2005) that associates the timing infor-
mation with the geometry and the motion. Our method uses
the least-square method, as in the gradient computation (De
Keyser, 2008; Hamrin et al., 2008), but minimization is ap-
plied to the deviation from the hyperbolic tangent profile of
the Harris model. In contrast, the least-square gradient com-
putation minimizes higher-order terms in Taylor expansion.

We used the eigenvectors to establish the reference frame
of analysis. Other choices of reference frames are possible.
For example, the GSM-Z direction may be used, which can
be implemented simply and which is fixed globally. This
choice, however, neglects the effect of tilted current sheets
(Rong et al., 2011) due to the finite dawn-dusk component
of interplanetary magnetic field (IMF-By), plasma instability
(kink mode), or tail-flapping. Another approach is to find the
direction of the maximum field gradient (which is suitable for
studying magnetopause current structures), or we do not use
any preferred direction for the current sheet normal, and sur-
vey the larger parameter space by introducing the direction
of the model current sheet as an additional free parameter.
Our analysis method assumes a Harris current sheet, which
is one-dimensional. Since the current sheet normal direction
is not always known a priori, the tetrahedral configuration
should be nearly regular for the equal sensitivity in various
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directions. If the normal direction is known, the method is ap-
plicable to a number of other sensors, either smaller or larger.
The sensitivity becomes better if more sensors are used in the
analysis.

To conclude, as Cluster samples the magnetic field at four
points in tetrahedral formation, it is possible to estimate the
current sheet thickness and distance directly, without associ-
ating time series data with spatial structure. A trade-off factor
should be noted here. The method is independent of tempo-
ral evolution, as the spatial structure is determined from a
snapshot of magnetic field samples, and the method can be
used as a means of tracking the dynamical evolution of the
current sheet structure. In turn, the method depends on the
model and is computationally demanding, as a fitting pro-
cedure must be performed in a parameter space. The more
dimensions the parameter space has, the higher the computa-
tional load needed to obtain the optimal values of the param-
eter set. The current sheet model may be analytical as well
as numerical. Assumption of a Harris-type current sheet was
made in the present analysis, as it can be implemented conve-
niently and, furthermore, the computational load is moderate.
In reality, however, a non-Harris-type sheet (Nakamura et al.,
2002; Asano et al., 2005) or higher-order structures such as
deformation or multi-layers need to be taken into account and
integrated into the model by adding more parameters.
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